Testimonial

RUTILLI TRASPORTI

RINGTREAD BLACKLINE
RDG101
Verified performance.
THE EXPERIENCE
of Rutilli Trasporti.
Rutilli Trasporti, a transEuropean fleet
of consolidated
experience.


RINGTREAD BLACKLINE
RDG101 has won over
Rutilli Trasporti

High

mileage and excellent
traction on every surface,
in all conditions


An

interview with Stefano
Rutilli, Fleet Manager
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RINGTREAD BLACKLINE RDG101
wins over Rutilli Trasporti.
High mileage and excellent traction on every
surface, and in all weather conditions.
Rutilli Trasporti, a historic transport business from Castellucchio, in the province
of Mantua (Italy).
The company provides a variety of freight services: from traditional goods to
clothing items for important Italian fashion houses, transported on hangers in
special high-volume semi-trailers.
The company is also increasing its operations in the integrated logistics sector.
From its head office, the company controls the movements of more than 100
vehicles travelling throughout most of Europe, and has other operational sites
and depots in Romania, Portugal and central-southern Italy.
The company uses mainly Scania and Volvo vehicles, fitted with 480-500 HP
engines with retarders. The tyres are all low profile: 55-60-70 series.
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Stefano Rutilli, company fleet manager, wanted to reduce tyre
management costs without neglecting the need for maximum reliability and so
was looking for tyres that would not only ensure high traction in winter, but
also excellent performance in summer, while still guaranteeing high overall
mileage.
At the beginning of winter 2013-2014, he started working with Marangoni.
Mr. Rutilli explained: "We were looking for tyres that had a competitive mileage
cost throughout the year, in all seasons and in the different regions we serve.
Marangoni proposed the RINGTREAD BLACKLINE RDG101 retreads in
sizes 315/60R22.5 and 295/60R22.5. We were amazed by the mileage per
millimetre: incredibly high! On average around 9,100 km/mm, with peaks of
over 12,000 km/mm. Not bad at all for a tyre whose grip, for most of its life,
rivals that of a pure winter pattern."
RINGTREAD BLACKLINE RDG101 retreads have now replaced the premium
brand retreads used previously.
Mr. Rutilli continued: "We're extremely satisfied with the results achieved: high
mileage, optimum traction in different weather conditions, reduced costs and
only one tyre change a year."
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